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⚠Purge⚠ 

 

📌Trump Org May Have Financial Link to Iranian Military Group Designated a

Foreign Terrorist Organization 

 

Trump Designates Iran’s Revolutionary Guard a Foreign Terrorist Group 

 

Difi:”The purge of senior leadership at the DHS is unprecedented & a threat to our

NatSec.”
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⚠Purge2⚠ 

 

📌Trump Purge Set to Force Out More Top Homeland Security Officials 

 

📌Trump is removing US Secret Service director 

 

📌There is a near-systematic purge happening at the nation's second-largest national security agency,"

one senior administration official says
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⚠Purge3⚠ 

 

Sam Patten "Was willing and able to testify about Paul Manafort’s work in Ukraine for the Opposition

Bloc & related matters." & “has been a valuable asset to the [Special Counsel] & the US Attorney’s office

in relation to several ongoing investigations"
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⚠Purge4⚠ 

 

📌Federal Watchdog Probes Trump Administration Push for Saudi Arabia Nuclear Deal 

 

📌”I spent the last couple of years getting yelled at," McGahn said,. "And you may soon read about some

of the more spirited debates I had with the president." (In the Mueller Report.)
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⚠Purge5⚠ 

 

Trump tried to get Nielsen to shut down the El Paso border on 3/22 with plans to shut down additional

ports of entry that week. 

 

That is the date Mueller released his report. 

 

Trump has selected James Murray, a career Secret Service member, to take over as director.
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⚠Purge6⚠ 

 

Rod Rosenstein’s Replacement Isn’t Ready for the Job 

 

Jeffrey Rosen may be smart, but he doesn’t have the right experience to run the Department of Justice. 

 

Felicity Huffman and 12 other parents will plead guilty in the college admissions scandal, prosecutors

said
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📌U.K. unveils sweeping plan to penalize Facebook and Google for harmful online content 

 

📌Pelosi: "While there are people who have a large number of Twitter followers, what's important is that

we have large numbers of votes on the floor of the House."
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⚠Purge8⚠ 

 

DOJ asks for speedy hearing in case that could kill Obamacare 

 

Judge Blocks Trump Adm Policy of Returning Asylum Seekers to Mexico 

 

DEMs crafting Mueller response if report drops during recess 

 

House Judiciary chair calls on Mueller to testify before committee
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⚠Purge9⚠ 

 

📌Germany seeks to lift Russian sanctions in Council of Europe 

 

📌Novichok Survivor Meets With RU Amb in London 

 

📌DHS says it could take two years to identify thousands of children separated at border, which is utter

BS.
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⚠Purge10⚠ 

 

Fed claps back at Trump over claims that monetary 'tightening' is hurting the economy 

 

Anonymous Trolls Tom Cruise & Scientology 

 

Fmr RU Deputy Culture Minister Charged In Hermitage Fraud Case 

 

Trump was caught & found guilty for committing tax fraud 2x in the ‘90s.
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⚠Purge11⚠ 

 

Trump pushed to close El Paso border, told admin officials to resume family separations & agents not to

admit migrants which is in violation of US Law & judicial orders.  

 

Border officials advised rank & file they must uphold US law & judicial orders, not Trump.
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⚠Purge12⚠ 

 

A Russian Assassin Tells His Story 

 

He was given a list of six people, each with the code name of a flower. One day, he got a text message:

“The rose has to be picked today.” 

 

Florida House Ready To Vote On Draconian Anti-Immigrant Legislation
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⚠Purge14⚠ 

 

📌Woman accused of illegal entry to Mar-a-Lago had numerous electronic devices, thousands in cash in

her hotel room 

 

📌The DOS has publicly identified 16 people who had "roles in the murder of Jamal Khashoggi" and

banned them from the US
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📌📌Mnuchin’s Sanctions Deal With Russian Oligarch Deripaska Included Transfer of Shares to Benefit

His Children 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/politics/sanctions-deripaska.html

Sanctions Deal With Russian Oligarch Included Transfer of Shares to Benefit His Children
The administration’s agreement with Oleg Deripaska allowed him to satisfy the terms of his divorce by
moving $78 million in stock to a fund for his teenagers.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/politics/sanctions-deripaska.html

: "The purge of senior leadership at the Department of Homeland Security is

unprecedented and a threat to our national security. " 

@SenFeinstein
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Frank Thorp V
@frankthorp

Stmt from @SenFeinstein: "The purge of senior leadership at the 
Department of Homeland Security is unprecedented and a threat 
to our national security. "

328 8:17 PM - Apr 8, 2019
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How Putin Built a Ragtag Empire of Tyrants and Failing States 

http://time.com/5564173/how-putin-built-russian-empire/

How Putin Built a Ragtag Empire of Tyrants and Failing States
In countries overlooked since the Cold War, the Kremlin has quietly forged new alliances. Here's why.

http://time.com/5564173/how-putin-built-russian-empire/

Trump Purge Set to Force Out More Top Homeland Security Officials 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/politics/randolph-alles-secret-service.html

Trump Purge Set to Force Out More Top Homeland Security Officials
As the president expressed frustration with his own administration, the top echelon of the department
managing border security and other matters was being hollowed out.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/politics/randolph-alles-secret-service.html

Federal Watchdog Probes Trump Administration Push for Saudi Arabia Nuclear Deal 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/federal-watchdog-probes-trump-administration-push-for-saudi-arabia-

nuclear-deal

Federal Watchdog Probes Trump Admin Push for Saudi Nuke Deal
In 2017 Team Trump worked to clinch a nuclear deal with Saudi Arabia—and an independent investigative
agency wants to know what happened behind closed doors.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/federal-watchdog-probes-trump-administration-push-for-saudi-arabia-nuclear-…

💣Probe into Saudi Nuke Deal💣 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins
The OSC, which can seek corrective and disciplinary action, is 
looking at whether officials were retaliated against for raising 
concerns about the administration’s work related to a Saudi 
nuclear deal. thedailybeast.com/federal-watchd…
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See Karol 's other Tweets

Federal Watchdog Probes Trump Admin Push for Saudi Nuke …
In 2017 Team Trump worked to clinch a nuclear deal with Saudi
Arabia—and an independent investigative agency wants to know
thedailybeast.com

Germany seeks to lift Russian sanctions in Council of Europe  

https://www.unian.info/politics/10508358-germany-seeks-to-lift-russian-sanctions-in-council-of-

europe-media.html

Germany seeks to lift Russian sanctions in Council of Europe – media
German diplomats and deputies are openly taking active steps to lift the sanctions pressure from Russia in
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe and plan to do this at the current PACE …

https://www.unian.info/politics/10508358-germany-seeks-to-lift-russian-sanctions-in-council-of-europe-media.…

“I spent the last couple of years getting yelled at," McGahn said,. "And you may soon read about some of

the more spirited debates I had with the president." McGahn didn't explicitly mention Mueller's report,

but we may read about in Mueller’s Report. 

https://www.axios.com/white-house-counsel-don-mcgahn-trump-mueller-republican-lunch-7b687a07-

4acf-4578-ac32-f0c421c74070.html

Scoop: Former White House counsel Don McGahn goes off the record at a GOP lunch
McGahn was part of key conversations Mueller's team scrutinized when determining whether Trump
obstructed justice.

https://www.axios.com/white-house-counsel-don-mcgahn-trump-mueller-republican-lunch-7b687a07-4acf-457…

"Today, Ranking Member Collins called for SC Mueller to appear before . I fully agree,"

Nadler said in a tweet. "SC Mueller should come before the Committee to answer questions in public

about his 22 month probe into Trump & his associates." 

https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/437895-house-judiciary-chair-calls-on-mueller-to-testify-

before-committee

@HouseJudiciary

House Judiciary chair calls on Mueller to testify before committee
Rep. Jerrold Nadler (D-N.Y.), the chairman of the House Judiciary

https://thehill.com/policy/national-security/437895-house-judiciary-chair-calls-on-mueller-to-testify-before-com…

DOJ says it could take two years to identify thousands of children separated at border 

https://thehill.com/latino/437724-justice-department-says-it-could-take-two-years-to-identify-

thousands-of-additional

DOJ says it could take two years to identify thousands of children separated at border
The Department of Justice (DOJ) is reportedly seeking up to two years to identify thousands of migrant
children who were separated from their parents at the southern border before a judge ended the p…

https://thehill.com/latino/437724-justice-department-says-it-could-take-two-years-to-identify-thousands-of-addi…

📌Trump Designates Iran’s Revolutionary Guard a Foreign Terrorist Group 

Trump designates elite Iranian military force as a terrorist organization
President Donald Trump announced Monday the US will formally designate Iran's Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps as a Foreign Terrorist Organization, a move some in the administration had opposed over…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/iran-us-irgc-designation/index.html
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💰Trump Baku - Azerbaijan💰 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Replying to @karolcummins
Trump and his eldest daughter developed a hotel in Azerbaijan 
that appears to be a corrupt operation run by a family known as 
“the Corleones of the Caspian” with links to Iran’s Revolutionary 
Guard. 
 
H/T @Chickylalarawstory.com/2019/04/bombsh…

32 4:37 PM - Apr 8, 2019

22 people are talking about this

Bombshell report links Trump’s Azerbaijan hotel to Iran’s Revo…
The Trump administration on Monday officially designated Iran’s
Revolutionary Guard as a terrorist organization. But reporting from
rawstory.com

📌Trump and his eldest daughter developed a hotel in Azerbaijan that appears to be a corrupt operation

run by a family known as “the Corleones of the Caspian” with links to Iran’s Revolutionary Guard. 

 

H/T  

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/04/bombshell-report-links-trumps-azerbaijan-hotel-irans-

revolutionary-guard/

@Chickylala

Bombshell report links Trump's Azerbaijan hotel to Iran's Revolutionary Guard
The Trump administration on Monday officially designated Iran’s Revolutionary Guard as a terrorist
organization. But reporting from The New Yorker indicates that President Donald Trump could have bus…

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/04/bombshell-report-links-trumps-azerbaijan-hotel-irans-revolutionary-guard/

📌Why Azerbaijan is an important geographical hub: 
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Elli hearts Patriots
@ElliAdventurer

Replying to @ElliAdventurer and 2 others
Now you see why Georgia and Azerbaijan are so critical, yes? 
They connect Russia to his friends in Turkey, Syria, Iran.  
The 'stans are the buffer, such as it is. Israel has prime sea ports 
for whoever can befriend it. Watch closely.
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20 people are talking about this

Trump Org May Have Financial Link to Iranian Military Group Designated a Foreign Terrorist

Organization 

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/trump-org-may-have-financial-link-to-iranian-military-group-

designated-a-foreign-terrorist-organization/

Trump Org May Have Financial Link to Iranian Military Group Designated a Foreign Terrorist …
The Trump Administration plans to designate Iran's Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) a "foreign terrorist
organization" under a process used by the U.S. Department of State. The authority has long bee…

https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/trump-org-may-have-financial-link-to-iranian-military-group-designated-a…

United States Secret Service director Randolph "Tex" Alles is being removed from his position, 

 

Trump instructed his acting chief of staff, Mick Mulvaney, to fire Alles. Alles remains in his position as of

now but has been asked to leave. 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/randolph-tex-alles-secret-service-director/index.html

Trump is removing US Secret Service director
United States Secret Service director Randolph "Tex" Alles is being removed from his position, multiple
administration officials tell CNN.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/randolph-tex-alles-secret-service-director/index.html

The director of the U.S. Secret Service, Randolph Alles, is leaving his post, according to an administration

official 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-secret-service-director-randolph-alles-leaving-post-11554746842?

emailToken=4e8288f43b656f50849c07f1e3e24667jlcrWv1uwGqG+VLqprRVZGOa023ScDFVkRUb7PN

Ovd5hSTQGGwkaw0CMspsPkzV/gLw6yvB76c2LPIsSARsa9yqyp5uuokhd86BEp4rMUUTy4mMYCxG68

mbH5vyTEgyU&reflink=article_copyURL_share

U.S. Secret Service Director Randolph Alles Leaving Post
The director of the U.S. Secret Service, Randolph Alles, is leaving his post and will be replaced by career
Secret Service agent James Murray, the White House said Monday.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-secret-service-director-randolph-alles-leaving-post-11554746842?emailToke…

"There is a near-systematic purge happening at the nation's second-largest national security agency," one

senior administration official says. 

Trump is removing US Secret Service director
United States Secret Service director Randolph "Tex" Alles is being removed from his position, multiple
administration officials tell CNN.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/randolph-tex-alles-secret-service-director/index.html
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🏵Rep. Adam Schiff🏵 

 

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

You seem confused, Mr. Mulvaney.  
 
When the law says the IRS “shall” provide tax returns upon the 
request of the Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, it 
doesn’t mean: 
 
Unless the President fears it, 
 
Tweets about it, 
 
Or his lawyer complains about it. 
 
Shall means shall.

Zeke Miller @ZekeJMiller
Mulvaney on Fox on Democrats seeing Trump tax returns: "Never, nor 
should they." On IRS turning them over: "That is not going to happen 
and they [Dems] know it"

72.6K 6:40 PM - Apr 8, 2019

27.3K people are talking about this

Rod Rosenstein’s Replacement Isn’t Ready for the Job 

Jeffrey Rosen may be smart, but he doesn’t have the right experience to run the Department of Justice. 

 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/02/21/jeffrey-rosen-rod-rosensteins-replacement-isnt-

ready-for-the-job-225194

Rod Rosenstein’s Replacement Isn’t Ready for the Job
Jeffrey Rosen may be smart, but he doesn’t have the right experience to run the Department of Justice.

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/02/21/jeffrey-rosen-rod-rosensteins-replacement-isnt-ready-for-…

Anonymous Message To Tom Cruise And Scientology – Anonymous 

 

H/T   

https://www.anonews.co/anonymous-message-to-tom-cruise-and-scientology/

@anathymadevice

Anonymous Message To Tom Cruise And Scientology
Greeting citizens of the world. This is a message to The Church of Scientology and your high priest Tom
Cruise. Hello old friends, this is anonymous, and we are back again to finish the job that we s…

https://www.anonews.co/anonymous-message-to-tom-cruise-and-scientology/

‼ OBG‼  
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The Budapest Bridge: Hungary’s Role in the Collusion Between the Trump Campaign and the Russian

Secret Service 

https://hungarianfreepress.com/2017/04/13/the-budapest-bridge-hungarys-role-in-the-collusion-

between-the-trump-campaign-and-the-russian-secret-service/

The Budapest Bridge: Hungary’s Role in the Collusion Between the Trump Campaign and th…
Dr. András Göllner's essay is the first installment of a three part series in HFP. Introduction It was during the
2016 Presidential election campaign,

https://hungarianfreepress.com/2017/04/13/the-budapest-bridge-hungarys-role-in-the-collusion-between-the-t…

‼ OBG‼  

 

The Budapest Bridge: Hungary’s Role in the Collusion Between the Trump Campaign and the Russian

Secret Service (Part 2) 

https://hungarianfreepress.com/2017/04/14/the-budapest-bridge-hungarys-role-in-the-collusion-

between-the-trump-campaign-and-the-russian-secret-service-part-2/

The Budapest Bridge: Hungary’s Role in the Collusion Between the Trump Campaign and th…
This is the continuation of Part 1 of Dr. András Göllner's essay, which appeared in HFP on Thursday. 
Introduction In the first part of this series,

https://hungarianfreepress.com/2017/04/14/the-budapest-bridge-hungarys-role-in-the-collusion-between-the-t…

👹Bannon👹 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Strategy to Propel the Far Right’s (TOC*) 
Authoritarian Agenda Harnesses the Effective Manipulation of 
Far Right & Far Left movements/organizations to destroy 
Western Liberal Democracy. 

 
*Transnational Organized Criminals

78 12:01 AM - Apr 9, 2019

74 people are talking about this

💰Sam Patten💰 

Susan ☆ Whitney ☆ E Pluribus Unum ☆ HugeBlueW
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@SMBWhitney

Sam Patten

Kenneth P. Vogel @kenvogel
NEW: SAM PATTEN PLEADS FOR LENIENCY: Lobbyist who pleaded 
to FARA violations in a MUELLER-linked case says he was "not 
motivated by greed or a desire to conceal relevant information … or to 
aid or cover up any potential interference with the 2016 Presidential 
election."

5 6:05 PM - Apr 8, 2019

See Susan ☆ Whitney ☆ E Pluribus Unum ☆ HugeBlueWave's
other Tweets

💰Sam Patten💰 

 

Sam Patten "was willing and able to testify about Paul Manafort’s work in Ukraine for the Opposition

Bloc & related matters." 

 

Kenneth P. Vogel
@kenvogel

Replying to @kenvogel
ANOTHER MANAFORT DIME DROPPER: The US Atty writes in 
its sentencing memo that Sam Patten "was willing and able to 
testify about Paul Manafort’s work in Ukraine for the Opposition 
Bloc & related matters."

146 6:10 PM - Apr 8, 2019

70 people are talking about this

📌Woman accused of illegal entry to Mar-a-Lago had numerous electronic devices, thousands in cash in

her hotel room 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/mar-a-lago-yujing-zhang/index.html

Woman accused of illegal entry to Mar-a-Lago had numerous electronic devices, thousands …
Yujing Zhang, the woman who allegedly breached security at President Donald Trump's private Florida club
while carrying Chinese passports and a flash drive containing malware late last month, had a s…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/mar-a-lago-yujing-zhang/index.html

The DOS has publicly identified 16 people who had "roles in the murder of Jamal Khashoggi" and banned

them from the US 
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Kaitlan Collins
@kaitlancollins

The State Department has publicly identified 16 people who had 
"roles in the murder of Jamal Khashoggi" and banned them from 
the United States, Mike Pompeo announces.

694 12:17 AM - Apr 9, 2019

895 people are talking about this

U.K. unveils sweeping plan to penalize Facebook and Google for harmful online content 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/07/uk-unveils-sweeping-plan-penalize-

facebook-google-harmful-online-content/

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/04/07/uk-unveils-sweeping-plan-penalize-facebook-google…

📌The Truth About Snowden📌 

 

Andrew C Laufer, Esq
@lauferlaw

Re-upping this thread.  After thinking about this more, it’s even 
more clear that Snowden’s only goal was to commit espionage 
on behalf of Russia.  He worked for a federal contractor, Booze 
Allen. They receive federal funds.  If he was a legitimate 
whistleblower, he could have 1/

Andrew C Laufer, Esq @lauferlaw
This is how you whistleblow.  You don’t do it Snowden, Winner, or 
Manning’s way - espionage. You work with prosecutors.  If government 
funds are involved in a fraud by an entity who receives them, you can 
be award money for reporting it - Qui Tam claim. 
justia.com/employment/ret… twitter.com/TrueFactsState…

730 3:30 PM - Apr 8, 2019

397 people are talking about this

A Russian Assassin Tells His Story 

He was given a list of six people, each with the code name of a flower. One day, he got a text message:

“The rose has to be picked today.” 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/podcasts/the-daily/russia-assassinations-putin-ukraine.html

A Russian Assassin Tells His Story
He was given a list of six people, each with the code name of a flower. One day, he got a text message:
“The rose has to be picked today.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/podcasts/the-daily/russia-assassinations-putin-ukraine.html

Nancy Pelosi just trolled Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Again. 

 

Pelosi said this: "While there are people who have a large number of Twitter followers, what's important

is that we have large numbers of votes on the floor of the House." 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/nancy-pelosi-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-twitter/index.html

Nancy Pelosi just trolled Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Again.
Nancy Pelosi didn't get to where she is without learning how to troll with the best of them. And in an
interview with USA Today released Monday, the speaker of the House again turns her gaze to the m…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/nancy-pelosi-alexandria-ocasio-cortez-twitter/index.html
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Trump pushed to close El Paso border, told admin officials to resume family separations & agents not to

admit migrants which is in violation of US Law & judicial orders.  

 

Border officials advised rank & file they must uphold US law & judicial orders.  

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/trump-family-separation-el-paso-kirstjen-

nielsen/index.html

Trump pushed to close El Paso border, told admin officials to resume family separations an…
President Donald Trump has been pushing to reinstate broader family separation policies and sought to
close the US-Mexico border at El Paso, Texas, as his conflict with Homeland Security Secretary Ki…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/04/08/politics/trump-family-separation-el-paso-kirstjen-nielsen/index.html

Former Russian Deputy Culture Minister Charged In Hermitage Fraud Case 

https://www.rferl.org/a/former-russian-deputy-culture-minister-charged-in-hermitage-fraud-

case/29866365.html

Former Russian Deputy Culture Minister Charged In Hermitage Fraud Case
A former deputy culture minister of Russia has been charged with organizing a criminal network in the
embezzlement of money designated for St. Petersburg's Hermitage Museum.

https://www.rferl.org/a/former-russian-deputy-culture-minister-charged-in-hermitage-fraud-case/29866365.html

🛎Calendar Update🛎 

Ruby Worms
@RubyWorms

Replying to @mikes_booh @karolcummins
Thank  you Booh!

18 7:14 PM - Apr 8, 2019

See Ruby Worms's other Tweets

DOJ asks for speedy hearing in case that could kill Obamacare 

DOJ asks for speedy hearing in case that could kill Obamacare
Sixteen largely Democratic-led states and the District of Columbia have appealed the December ruling.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/08/justice-department-hearing-obamacare-1261447
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https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/08/justice-department-hearing-obamacare-1261447

📌Federal Watchdog Probes Trump Admin Push for Saudi Nuke Deal 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/federal-watchdog-probes-trump-administration-push-for-saudi-arabia-

nuclear-deal

Federal Watchdog Probes Trump Admin Push for Saudi Nuke Deal
In 2017 Team Trump worked to clinch a nuclear deal with Saudi Arabia—and an independent investigative
agency wants to know what happened behind closed doors.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/federal-watchdog-probes-trump-administration-push-for-saudi-arabia-nuclear-…

📌Obama Says He Worries About Progressives Obsessing Over ‘Purity’ 

 

📌How can an naive, pure as driven snow, newbie take on the likes of Putin, Orban, Bibi, MbS, Erdogan.

Assad, Xi, Duerte, KJU, etc? 

 

📌Talk about bringing a sling shot to an AR-15 fight. 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/obama-says-he-worries-about-progressives-obsessing-over-purity

Obama Says He Worries About Progressives Obsessing Over ‘Purity’
Obama said infighting has created a “circular firing squad” among allies.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/obama-says-he-worries-about-progressives-obsessing-over-purity

💣Interpol💣 

 

Bill Browder
@Billbrowder

Shocking development. On April 15-19 Interpol’s Commision for 
the Control of Files will consider Russia’s 7th attempt to use 
Interpol channels to have me arrested after Interpol rejected 
Russia’s previous 6 attempts as politically motivated.

1,439 12:52 PM - Apr 8, 2019

999 people are talking about this

📌📌New questions about the integrity of Donald Trump’s income tax returns, and new indications that

he does not pay income taxes, arise from rulings in two tax appeals that Trump filed in the 1990s. Trump

lost both cases. 

New Evidence Donald Trump Didn’t Pay Taxes
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https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-evidence-donald-trump-didnt-pay-taxes

If the presumptive GOP nominee keeps hiding his returns, Congress could force him to show his hand with
a one-line amendment to the tax code.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/new-evidence-donald-trump-didnt-pay-taxes

One of the most difficult jobs in Washington now belongs to Kevin McAleenan, whom President Trump is

placing in charge of the Department of Homeland Security after the ouster of Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen

on Sunday. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/kevin-mcaleenan-is-taking-over-dhs-will-he-be-tough-

enough-for-trump/2019/04/08/50d7ae22-59a9-11e9-b8e3-b03311fbbbfe_story.html

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news, entertainment more. In-depth DC,
Virginia, Maryland news coverage including traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/immigration/kevin-mcaleenan-is-taking-over-dhs-will-he-be-tough-enough-fo…

‼ Excellent Resource‼  

 

The giant timeline of everything Russia, Trump and the investigations  

 

H/T   

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/features/russia-timeline/

@EmergingCitizen

The giant timeline of everything Russia, Trump and the investigations
We laid out everything we know about Mueller’s Russia probe. Think of it as a map through time.

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/features/russia-timeline/

Felicity Huffman and 12 other parents will plead guilty in the college admissions scandal, prosecutors

said 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/felicity-huffman-college-admissions-scandal.html

Felicity Huffman and 13 Others to Plead Guilty in College Admissions Scandal
Ms. Huffman is the best-known figure to admit wrongdoing in the investigation, which found faked test
scores, phony athletic credentials and big payments.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/08/us/felicity-huffman-college-admissions-scandal.html

Democrats crafting Mueller response if report drops during recess 

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/08/democrats-recess-mueller-report-1261197

Democrats crafting Mueller response if report drops during recess
Despite demanding Mueller's unredacted report, Democrats said it's unclear if they'll return to Washington
during recess if Barr releases it.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/08/democrats-recess-mueller-report-1261197

Florida House Ready To Vote On Controversial Anti-Immigrant Legislation | Florida Immigrant

Coalition 

 

HB 675 forces local police and teachers to report undoc’d immigrants & hold them in detention; allows

the State AG to sue local gov’t that don’t comply 

https://floridaimmigrant.org/?press_releases=florida-house-ready-to-vote-on-controversial-anti-

immigrant-legislation
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Ed Barnard
@ewbarnard

1. Eric Garland, John Schindler, Karol Cummins - THREAD. 
These three have become our nexus of accretion, and it's good. 
@EricGarland @20committee @karolcummins 
@GameTheoryToday @thespybrief

176 2:37 AM - Jan 14, 2019

91 people are talking about this
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Impeach The Mobster 
@TsunamiNation

Replying to @CivMilAir

35 6:14 PM - Mar 23, 2019

See Impeach The Mobster 's other Tweets
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Sean Charles
@BuffaloSojourn

Imagination and creativity can find beauty in almost anything. 
 
cc @karolcumminsbbc.com/news/av/world-…

3 10:53 PM - Apr 7, 2019 · South Frontenac, Ontario

See Sean Charles's other Tweets

  BBC News (World)BBC News (World)   @ @BBCWorldBBCWorld
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Stefano S. Magi�
@StefanodocSM

Dancing on the street. Beautiful … from Scotland I think !! 

1,839 9:37 AM - Apr 8, 2019 · Florence, Tuscany

870 people are talking about this
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Tom Hall 
@TomHall

The Biggest Jump is 
 
always made by the smallest 
 
Mountain Goat! 
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 #Nature #Life #Cool  
4,388 10:54 PM - Apr 7, 2019

1,588 people are talking about this
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Marina Amaral
@marinamaral2

Billie Holiday was born #OnThisDay in 1915. 
 
I'm DYING to show you the beautiful images I'm colorizing for the 
upcoming documentary! I didn't know much about her but since I 
started working on the film I became obsessed with her. She was 
incredible.billboard.com/articles/news/…

2,095 10:29 AM - Apr 7, 2019

649 people are talking about this

Billie Holiday Documentary In the Works Featuring New Intervi…
James Erskine will direct and Concord, representing the legendary
jazz singer's estate, will executive produce.
billboard.com
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Paul Bronks
@SlenderSherbet

What I'm actually doing when I tell people that I'm too busy to go 
out on Saturday night.

8,195 8:32 PM - Apr 6, 2019

2,109 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Yikes! Today was absolutely cray, but think of it like the bad guys throwing grenades in their last
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desperate attempt to deflect from the slow but steady march of the Rule of Law. 

 

It’s coming, hang in there folks & stay buckled up. 

 

Take a deep breath! 

 

Sleep well.

0:00

🌿#Vermeer🌿 

 

 

 

🌿⭐🌿⭐🌿⭐🌿⭐🌿⭐🌿⭐🌿 

 

#PAM #PAMFAM #Vermeer

Karol 
@karolcummins

#Vermeer  
 
Jan Vermeer was born 1632 and died 1675 in Delft, Netherlands.  
 
Johanna’s Vermeer - Self Portrait at age 30 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM #Vermeer
83 7:44 PM - Aug 2, 2018

34 people are talking about this

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY!   @pleasesaveour @kim585 @mikes_booh
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#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t load. DM me or @ me
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April 8, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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